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NOMINATIONS FOR 2021 - 2022 CTE CURRICULUM REVIEW 
COMMITTEES 

It is time to prepare for revising courses that will be implemented in school year 2022-
2023.   If you are teaching or have ever taught the courses being revised, please consider 
participating.  If you were on the team the last time the course was revised, it is very 
important for you to be involved again.  Teachers and business partners meet together to 
decide what should be taught to prepare Virginia students to be successful in the workforce 
or progression to postsecondary education.  

After the meeting of business and industry and teachers, virtual work will be divided among 
the teachers to help finalize the framework.  An honorarium of $200 will be paid for the 
completed virtual work.  

******************************************************** 

The Office of Career, Technical, and Adult Education is accepting nominations for the 2021-
2022 curriculum review committees. School divisions may nominate a Career and Technical 
Education teacher for any of the 47 committees. Approximately 12 applicants will be 
selected to serve on each committee. All nominees who wish to serve on a committee must 
complete the web-based application using the CTE Application Processing System 
(CTEAPS) by August 13. The web-based application process requires a professional 
reference and division-level approval. See Superintendent's Memo 138-21 for all the details. 
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       Introduction to Marketing (8110, 8111), Marketing (8120), 
Marketing, Advanced (8130) 
November 4, 2021 
  

       Real Estate (8191) 
November 16, 2021 
  

       Career Investigations (9068, 9069, 9070), Career Strategies (9071, 9074) 
September 23, 2021 

       Education for Employment I – Development (9084, 9085), 
Education for Employment I – Preparation (9077, 9078), 
Education for Employment II – Development (9086, 9087), 
Education for Employment II – Preparation (9079, 9080) 

October 7, 2021 
  

EXPERIENCE WORKS WORK-BASED LEARNING VIRTUAL 
CONFERENCE 

The Virginia Department of Education (VDOE) is pleased to offer a virtual professional 
development opportunity, “Experience Works—A Convening of Business Leaders and 
Educators,” to be held June 16-17, 2021 from 3 to 7 p.m. each day.   

The targeted audience includes work-based learning (WBL) coordinators, career and 
technical education (CTE) teachers and administrators, school counselors and 
administrators, career coaches, and business and industry leaders. School divisions are 
encouraged to attend as a team to have maximum exposure to workshop topics that lead to 
advancement of workforce development opportunities.  

  

There is no registration fee for the conference; however, space is limited. This convening 
brings together business, industry, and educators to focus on building positive WBL 
experiences for CTE students throughout the Commonwealth. Highlights include concurrent 
sessions featuring best practices on how to establish and expand business partnerships for 
the WBL instructional methods, career opportunities for WBL experiences, and a review of 
the revisions to the WBL Guide.   

Participants are encouraged to register early using the online registration form, as space is 
limited. Pre registration is required to participate in the live opening and closing sessions. 
Pre-recorded workshop sessions will be available on June 16 and 17 and archived on the 
webpage for future viewing.  

  

LESSON OF THE DAY:  THE ART OF THE SNEAKER 

In this lesson, students will learn about a museum exhibit preserving the history of the 
sneaker. Then they will write an ode to their favorite sneaker or design their dream sneaker. 

A sample created by the Futurecraft Strung 3-D-knitting robot, developed for Adidas by the 
design studio Kram/Weisshaar. The shoe is part of the “Sneakers Unboxed: Studio to Street” 
exhibition at the Design Museum in London.Credit...Ed Reeve 

http://cteresource.org/about/experience-works.html


LESSON OVERVIEW 

Featured Article: “The Art of the Sneaker” by Elizabeth Paton 

“Sneakers Unboxed: Studio to Street,” a new exhibit at the Design Museum in London, 
explores sneakers both from a historical perspective and as a form of art. “It offers proof 
positive, if any were needed, that we are living in the age of the sneaker,” Elizabeth Paton 
writes. 

In this lesson, you will learn about how different people and communities view sneakers as 
art and culture. Then we invite you to design your own sneaker or nominate a favorite 
sneaker to be featured in this exhibit. 

WARM-UP 

What role have sneakers played in our lives and in society throughout history? Watch 
the exhibition trailer for “Sneakers Unboxed: Studio to Street” and respond to the following 
questions: 

        Do any of the images in the video stand out to you? 

        Are any of the sneakers featured — or sneaker-wearers — familiar to you? 

        What is your relationship, if any, to sneakers and sneaker culture? Do sneakers just feel 
like a comfortable or practical clothing option for playing sports and walking around? Or are 
they central to your fashion choices and identity? 

QUESTIONS FOR WRITING AND DISCUSSION 

Read the article, then answer the following questions: 

1. According to the article, what are some of the reasons sneakers are so popular and 
profitable? 

2. In the article, Virgil Abloh, Louis Vuitton’s men’s wear director, said many young people 
“may value sneakers more than a Matisse.” What is your reaction to this statement? Do you 
and your peers value sneakers more than traditionally accepted fine art? Do you think there 
is a case to be made for sneakers to be considered art? 

  

3. How does Ligaya Salazar, the curator of “Sneakers Unboxed,” view sneakers both 
artistically and academically? 

4. What preservation issues has the museum had to address? What do these issues reflect 
about the evolving purpose and significance of sneakers? 

5. What role have young people played in how sneakers are viewed today? 

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/05/19/style/sneakers-collectibles-design-museum.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JN35mRDtuP0
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/05/19/style/sneakers-collectibles-design-museum.html


6. Describe the culture around sneakers in your school and community. Are people proud to 
show off their new sneakers, doing everything they can to keep them clean and swooning at 
images of new sneakers online? Or are sneakers just worn for comfort or sports? 

7. How are sneakers, and the way they are perceived by others, connected to identity and 
beliefs about nationality, class and race? 

8. What are some of the new ideas about sustainable sneakers? Would you be interested in 
wearing any of them? Why or why not? 

  

GOING FURTHER 

Option 1: Nominate a sneaker for a sneaker museum. 

Imagine that you are on the curatorial team for the “Sneakers Unboxed” exhibit: What 
sneaker would you absolutely want to include? It could be a sneaker you have a personal 
connection to — perhaps one from your own collection that evokes special memories — or 
one that you’ve admired from afar — a pair you’ve read or heard about that holds a 
significant place in society, culture and the sneaker landscape. 

Write an ode, a formal address that often uses an elevated style and language, to the 
sneakers you would like to see in the Design Museum. You can use a famous ode, such as 
Pablo Neruda’s “Ode to Socks,” as a model or inspiration for your writing. 

Be sure to describe the sneakers using vivid language and details. Here are some things you 
might consider: How do the sneakers feel, or how do you think they would feel, on your feet? 
What is it like to touch them with your hands? What was it like the first time you saw them? 
What emotions do you feel as you think about them? What could you compare them to in 
nature? What was the moment when you knew they were the sneakers of your dreams? 

You can share your ode with your classmates or in the comments section of this lesson. 

Option 2: Design your own sneaker. 

Design a sneaker that reflects your own identity, passions, interest or style. What colors, 
textures and symbols would it include? What person, country or event might you dedicate it 
to? 

You can use this template from the Chicago School of Shoemaking and Leather Arts, or draw 
your own. To share your design with the Learning Network community, write a description 
and share it in the comments section of this article. And for a complete picture, you can 
describe the rest of the outfit that you would wear with your pair of sneakers. 

If you like, you can submit your design to the Design Museum’s sneaker exhibit by signing 
up here. 

Option 3: Share your thoughts about sneakers. 

STAFFORD COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS – WORK-BASED LEARNING 
COORDINATOR POSITIONS 

https://poets.org/glossary/ode
https://poets.org/poems?field_form_tid=417
https://poets.org/poem/ode-my-socks
https://www.chicagoschoolofshoemaking.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/SneakerKit-Design-Template-2.jpg
https://www.chicagoschoolofshoemaking.com/
http://sneakers-unboxed.designmuseum.org/


Below is the description and link for the TWO Work-Based Learning Coordinators. 

WORK-BASED LEARNING COORDINATOR - LEARNING AND ORGANIZATIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT 

You can apply 
at:  https://munisselfservice.staffordschools.net/MSS/employmentopportunities/default.aspx 

 

 

NEWPORT NEWS PUBLIC SCHOOLS – WORK-BASED LEARNING 
COORDINATOR POSITION 

The following link includes the job description and the link to complete the 
application.  Please send all questions as directed in the link. 

ARTICLES OF INTEREST 

Fashion retailers find new ways to cut costs 

Apparel retailers including Abercrombie & Fitch and American Eagle Outfitters are tweaking 

aspects of their business models to grow profits, recover from pandemic-era store closures and 

adjust to a greater shift to online shopping. Merchants are trimming store inventories, cutting 

back on promotional pricing and renegotiating store rents to lower costs. 

 Full Story: The Wall Street Journal  

Startup helps brands turn fashion waste into new styles 

Peter Majeranowski and Conor Hartman launched Circ to turn fibers left over from tobacco 

farming into paper pulp, but shifted gears to solve a bigger problem: how to keep used fashions 

out of landfills. The company, backed by high-profile investors including Patagonia, has 

developed a method of recycling textiles that preserves about 90% of the original materials. 

 Full Story: Bloomberg  

How the hospitality industry is welcoming the public back 

Those in the hospitality industry are ready to welcome travelers back, and consumers are ready 

to do so with safety in mind. Travelers can expect hotels like Hilton to be designed for increased 

social distancing, to implement touchless services, adopt enhanced sanitation procedures and 

more, while still providing a warm and inviting environment. Read more. 

Report: Instacart could replace gig workers with robots 

Instacart plans to build fulfillment centers around the country that would employ robots to do 

much of the work alongside fewer human counterparts, Bloomberg News reports. The initiative's 

goal is to cut costs and cement stronger relationships with food retailers, and although testing is 

scheduled to start this year, no supermarket chains have expressed direct support for the 

proposal. 

 Full Story: Bloomberg 

https://munisselfservice.staffordschools.net/MSS/EmploymentOpportunities/JobDetail.aspx?req=90212051&sreq=1&form=LAP2&desc=WORK-BASED%20LEARNING%20COORDINATOR%20-%20LEARNING%20AND%20ORGANIZATIONAL%20DEVELOPMENT
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https://ats3.atenterprise.powerschool.com/ats/job_board_form?op=view&JOB_ID=3700175959&COMPANY_ID=IA000271&redirect_qs=&redirect_qs=softsort%3DNAME%26COMPANY_ID%3DIA000271
http://r.smartbrief.com/resp/nXjSCIrmuAsSbPxcfEaodkfCVpPF?format=multipart
http://r.smartbrief.com/resp/nXjSCIrmuAsSbPxcfEaodkfCVpPF?format=multipart
http://r.smartbrief.com/resp/nXjSCIrmuAsSbPxAfEaodkfCgxDV?format=multipart
http://r.smartbrief.com/resp/nXjSCIrmuAsSbPxAfEaodkfCgxDV?format=multipart
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http://r.smartbrief.com/resp/nXeLCIrmuAsRArsUfEaodkfCTUTt?format=multipart
http://r.smartbrief.com/resp/nXeLCIrmuAsRArsUfEaodkfCTUTt?format=multipart


Walmart, Amazon explore moves into health care 

Walmart, Amazon and Google parent Alphabet are among the companies making bigger moves 

into the health care industry with initiatives to create efficiencies in the system. Spending on 

health care in the US is slated to hit $4 trillion this year according to the Centers for Medicare 

and Medicaid Services, with big employers paying a significant part of that in the form of 

employee health insurance premiums. 

 Full Story: The Wall Street Journal 

Amazon Buys MGM, Studio Behind James Bond for $8.45 Billion 

For Amazon, snapping up MGM — which has more than 4,000 movies and 17,000 TV 

shows in its catalog — is a way to supercharge its Prime Video service with a slew of well-

known entertainment titles. 

Rebecca Minkoff's rentals don't require membership fee 

Rebecca Minkoff has launched an online fashion and handbag rental program that doesn't 

require a subscription fee. Instead, online shoppers can choose to "borrow" a garment or bag for 

up to two weeks for a fee equal to 25% of the piece's retail price. 

 Full Story: The Wall Street Journal  

Costco samples' return a glimpse of the next new normal 

Most Costco stores will bring back full sampling programs and allow food court seating by the 

end of June after hitting pause on such features during the pandemic, the retailer said. Costco 

reported a 22% revenue increase in the quarter ending May 9, but also warned that higher costs 

due to rising consumer demand and ongoing supply chain challenges could take a toll in the 

coming months. 

 Full Story:  CNN,  The Wall Street Journal 

Gap preps for its move away from mall-based retail 

Gap will close 350 namesake and Banana Republic stores by January 2024, including 75 

locations this year, and invest more in Old Navy and Athleta as the company shifts its focus 

away from enclosed malls and continues to expand its fast-growing e-commerce operations, 

Gap CEO Sonia Syngal said. The company reported an 89% jump year over year in first quarter 

sales and an 8% increase over the first quarter of 2019. 

 Full Story: The New York Times  

QUOTABLE QUOTE 

The biggest step you can take is the one you take when you 
meet the other person halfway.  
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